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Perpetual Motion . . . it’s a peculiar name for an annual report, yet it describes our personal and professional
lives over the past two years. We have been in a state of perpetual motion.  Aside from the success of the
Beverly clock, we know that perpetual motion machines are an impossibility as they violate at least the first
two laws of thermodynamics. Yet we, like the Beverly clock, have become perpetual motion machines
maintaining meaningful personal and professional lives with constant movement to fend off COVID.

The virus, its own perpetual motion machine, developed new variants before the prior one was contained.
In response, Academic and Student Affairs developed new practices to coexist with COVID. Donning masks
and receiving our vaccines and boosters, we returned to the office in a new hybrid model. Every
department evaluated the needs of their offices, and many of us now split our time working remotely and
in-person. It has been reenergizing during breaks in COVID cases, when we have been able to see our
colleagues back in the office, and I look forward to when we are able to return to more in-person events.

The benefit of our perpetual motion is our well stated subtitle of the annual report: “Success in an Ever-
Changing Environment.” I am very proud to work with all our teammates in the Office of Academic and
Student Affairs. I am amazed by how our teams maintain high performance levels while taking on even
more work. It is a pleasure to see their dedication to our constituencies—learners, faculty, and fellow
teammates. I am perpetually impressed by their remarkable talents and skills combined with a
conscientious approach that fuels our mutual efforts. They make a positive difference and create success
in an ever-changing environment.

In closing, I would like to share an excerpt from the Circle Game, a song with lyrics by Joni Mitchell.  I
believe this song exemplifies the work of the Office of Academic and Student Affairs, and how perpetual
motion allows us to learn, grow, and succeed using our past experiences to provide the path.



We have expanded our mission statement to include not only provisions of individual
accommodations, but also a significant role in fostering an inclusive, welcoming campus

community.

Our office continues to implement campus changes by empowering students and
providing presentations to various constituencies on policy and regulation updates. We
have continued the interactive process of engaging the learner, the student affairs
deans, department chairs, program directors and other appropriate participants to
evaluate all accommodation requests. The goal is to demonstrate good faith efforts in
addressing the needs of the learner for success while ensuring that program standards
are maintained.

The past year has been very challenging on many fronts, the least of which being the
COVID-19 pandemic. On July 26, 2021, President Biden pledged support for Americans
experiencing chronic coronavirus symptoms as he celebrated the 31st anniversary of the
signing of the Americans With Disabilities Act. People who have been diagnosed with
COVID may experience long-term side effects, and their condition can rise to the level of
a disability. This past year our office worked with 33 additional students who qualified for
academic accommodations under the KUMC COVID-19 policy. Our office will continue to
support student success in this ever-changing environment.

Our testing center remained open while most of the campus was virtual to administer
exams to students with disabilities. It was the ideal solution with built in social distancing
testing, as each of our rooms are private and allow the student to take exams without
worrying about the pandemic. During this period our office communicated using multiple
virtual platforms to ensure students were supported during this crisis.
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The Office of Academic Accommodations
helps to facilitate and provide equal

educational access and opportunity for all
members of our community.



Student Feedback
"... I really appreciate all they have done to
make sure that we are able to get all of the

knowledge possible and get as much hands on
experience during the pandemic..."

Commentary by a recent medical student with
a severe hearing impairment was published in

an article in Academic Pediatrics.

Crume, B. (Oct 9, 2020), The Silence Behind
the Mask:  My Journey as a Deaf Pediatric

Resident Amid a Pandemic,
Academic Pediatrics, Vol 21, Issue 1, p1-2

241
topic exams

1286
combined

testing hours

89
Registered

students accessing
Academic

Accommodations'
services

121 School administrators and faculty
152 School of Health Professions students
229 School of Medicine students
185 School of Nursing students

8 students using Assistive Technology
Accommodations now taking place in operating rooms
and clinical sites
Collaborating with all schools, ensuring technical
standards are ADA friendly and inclusive
An introduction video was produced for use at
orientations
Established relationships with The University of Kansas
Hospital System and surrounding hospitals in providing
clinical accommodations
22 presentations given to 15 on-campus departments

Worked as a broader effort to serve the whole
campus around disability awareness and
access by serving on the campus diversity
committee
Developed a video and information packet for
the application for the recently funded Medical
Scientist Training Program (MSTP) grant from
the National Institute of General Medical
Science to KUMC.  KUMC is one of only 51 NIH-
funded MSTP programs in the United States
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KUMC Counseling & Educational Support
Services is committed to supporting the
resiliency of our students and residents as
they courageously pursue professional and
personal success.

As the global pandemic, social justice
challenges, and the university environment
recurrently changes, we are committed to
adapting and evolving our programs to
effectively engage students and residents.   

Our department strives to embrace our
students and residents with diverse
backgrounds, is committed to KUMC’s
diversity and inclusion initiatives, and works
daily to build a more inclusive community.

8,598 individual, group, or workshop
appointments were provided to 1,449

unique clients

410 group appointments were provided to
551 unique clients

47% of all eligible KUMC students and
residents attended at least one individual,

workshop, or group appointment

216 outreach presentations or invited
guest lectures (211 hours) were provided
to 7,897 students, residents, faculty, and

staff participants

Educational Support
Writing

Psychological Counseling
Psychiatric Services

Ed i l S
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Medicine
67%

Health Professions
18%

Nursing
15%

Medicine
69%

Health Professions
17%

Nursing
14%

Appointments
by School

Counseling &

Educational Support

Services staff serve

half of the eligible

students and

residents annually.

Over the past 5 years,
counseling appointment hours

increased by 78%
and the number of clients

increased by 54%.

Psychological &
Psychiatric Services

1) Anxiety, depression, and
burnout

2) Relationship problems or
professionalism concerns

3) Dysfunctional eating or
substance use behaviors

Educational Support and
Writing Services

1) Study efficiency and time
management

2) Test taking skill development
and effectiveness

3) Writing success - technical,
research, CV/resume

29%, 2,377
Educational Support

and Writing

71%, 5,811
Counseling and

Psychiatry

Individual
Appointments

Clients by
School
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FALL
194

registrants
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In FY21, Facutly Affairs and Career
Development served faculty and
learners by offering several
professional development
opportunities.

These workshops were developed with feedback from faculty and learners at all levels across
KUMC, as well as internal and external advisors. We also partnered with our A.R. Dykes Librarians to
offer workshops in EndNote, PubMed, Pivot and other tools available to our constituencies on
campus.

In November 2020, we held the annual
Interprofessional and Faculty Development Summit
virtually and were honored to host  guest speaker
Dr. Aviad “Adi” Haramati, Ph.D.

Dr. Haramati is a professor in the Department of
Biochemistry, Molecular and Cellular Biology, and
Director, Center for Innovation and Leadership
Education at Georgetown University School of
Medicine.  He delivered the very timely and essential
message of “Creating a Culture of Wellness and
Resilience”.

SPRING
661

registrants

Achieving Successful Careers, Exploring New Directions
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Allen Greiner, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor,

Research Division, Family Medicine
School of Medicine

Dana Hawkinson, M.D., MPH
Assistant Professor,

Division of Infectious Disease,
Internal Medicine

School of Medicine

Presented November 12, 2020

Joanna V. Brooks, Ph.D., MBE
Associate Professor,

Population Health
School of Medicine

Julie Christianson, Ph.D.
Professor,

Director of Graduate Education,
Anatomy and Cell Biology

School of Medicine

Qiuhua Shen, Ph.D., APRN, RN
Assistant Professor,

School of Nursing

Stephen D. Tarver, M.D.
Associate Professor,
Executive Vice Chair

Director of Medical Simulation
School of Medicine

The Campus-Wide Leadership Series presents highly
successful professional leaders from all fields within our
KUMC campus, the Kansas City community and beyond.

Our primary goal is to enhance leadership skills on our
campus by presenting stories from leaders who have
faced challenges and navigated through difficulties of their
own.

In the spring, Jake Jacobson, Vice President of Growth &
Development at Native Digital, presented on the topic of
“Encouraging Empathy as a Leadership Essential”.  Jessica
Palm, Vice President of Marketing & Public Relations for
the Kansas City Area Development Council, presented
“Breaking Barriers and Building Up Others”.

Communication styles

Unconscious bias

Scientific rigor and reproducibility

Resiliency

Leveraging personal strengths

Relationship building

Funding your research

Resume and CV

Interviewing skills

Personal branding

Searching and applying for jobs



“The school of nursing created a global classroom and effectively
adapted the global health and population programs to the

current pandemic using e-learning, online group discussions, case
analysis, and clinical case simulation scenario presentations . . .

. . . OIP is also a great resource understanding the cultural
context for professional engagement.

“T
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We forged stronger, deeper, and more connected relationships. The pandemic afforded us the
opportunity to gather in a new space - the virtual space- and with that came an ease, a familiarity, a
closeness and an opportunity to break down barriers while we sat at home behind walls,
sometimes thousands of miles from each other.

Miraculously, from the seeds of separation, in the common virtual ground, new and renewed
friendships, creativity and opportunity grew.

COVID-19 DISTANCED US
GLOBAL HEALTH CONNECTED US

Although COVID caused us to isolate, we stayed in motion, not losing sight of the need to connect
with each other. We sought new and innovative ways to provide opportunities to share our
similarities, our support, our experiences, and our lives.

With SPARK funding, OIP
supported the School of
Nursing in creating a virtual
classroom exchange with
MOI University in Kenya and
Christian Medical College in
Vellore, India. Michelle S. Cochran, DNP, RN

Clinical Assistant Professor
University of Kansas School of Nursing

t.



My experiences over
the past three

years at KUMC have
helped me to better
understand what

occupational justice
could look like and
have prepared me
to work toward

positive change for
all.

Anna Watkins
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One of the most
important lessons I

learned about medicine in
terms of international
health was about the

term “white savior”, and
how we as a culture have

come to treat other
countries and people of

racial diversity as a group
that needs to be saved

but that is 100% not
true...

Jacob Lancaster

Some of my closest
relationships I actually
owe to KUMC and
their programs . . .
understanding of
different people and
different communities,
and has ultimately
made me a better
person, and I believe
will serve to improve
my ability as a
physician.

Andrew Garcia

Alexandra V. Arvanitakis, SOM
Andrew Garcia, SOM
Anna Watkins, SHP

DR. NATHAN BAHR
KUMC Professor of Internal Medicine-

Infectious Disease

DR. NICHOLAS COMNINELLIS
Dean of Institute for International

Medicine (INMED)

DR. SARAH FINOCCHARIO
KESSLER

KUMC Professor Family Medicine

DR. JULIÁN FRANCO
Director of International Relations,
Universidad de Antioquia, Medellín,

Colombia

DR. ALLEN GREINER
KUMC Professor of Family Medicine

DR. ERIC HALSEY
Captain, U.S. Public Health Service

CDC and Prevention in Atlanta

Foundations of Global Health is a year long program featuring experts in
the field of global health. KUMC's faculty, researchers, clinicians, and
international and community partners share experiences allowing us to
see how they arrived in this important field.

Partnership with Child Family
Health International

9 M1's completed a
virtual enrichment

week learning about
healthcare in Costa Rica

2 M4's
completed 4

week
elective
rotations

2 M1's completed
a virtual

international
summer research

project

1 Resident
participated in a

month long elective
rotation

HIGHLIGHT: Research began in Spring 2021 by Dr.
Sarah Kessler, Dr. Maria Alonso, Dr. Michelle Cochran
and Kimberly Connelly analyzing data from virtual
electives, writing a manuscript with plans to publish and
present  the data at conferences in 2021-2022

Jacob Lancaster, SOM
Joy Fesen, SOM

Mariah Johnson, SOM

DR. ANTHONY KOVAC
KUMC Professor of

Anesthesiology

DR. GABRIELLE MALFATTI
Director of Global Engagement,

University of Missouri

DR. MANI M. MANI
KUMC Professor Emeritus of

Plastic Surgery

Dr. Francisco Méndez
Medical Director of Hospital San

Pedro

DR. T. RYAN SMITH
KUMC Associate Professor of

Pediatrics

Dr. Rotondo, Associate Professor of
Radiation Oncology, is the Medical
Director of the Proton Therapy Center.
Through his expertise and leadership,
the State of Kansas is one of few
states to have access to proton therapy
and the new hope it offers to cancer
patients in the community, state and its
neighbors.

OIP facilitated immigration and visa petition
processes for incoming KUMC physician

faculty specializing in the following:

Hematology and Bone Marrow Transplant
Nephrology Transplant

Neurology/Neuromuscular
Internal Medicine

Hospitalist/Nocturnist
Geriatric Medicine

The State of Kansas and KUMC saw The
University of Kansas Health System (TUKHS) build
the Proton Therapy Center. OIP’s immigration
processes supported TUKHS and KUMC efforts to
recruit a world-renowned physician, researcher,
and leading expert in proton therapy, Dr. Ronny
Rotondo.



The Center for Interprofessional Practice, Education
and Research at the University of Kansas Medical
Center promotes collaboration among students from
varied health care professions to prepare them for
careers in health care. Our training capitalizes on the
unique roles and responsibilities of professions by
highlighting the values and ethics necessary to
provide and support patient or client-centered care
in the current healthcare environment.

In 2020-2021, CIPER worked closely with
our planning teams to keep the motion
moving and ensure there was no
disruption to all three of our large-scale
interprofessional programs. In the spring
and fall of 2020, we converted our
programs to work virtually, conducting
them on Zoom.  We incorporated the
same skills and met the same learning
objectives as in person. In addition, all
faculty were assigned Zoom accounts.
We trained them on Zoom capabilities

and added tips for conducting virtual
facilitation skills in our programs.

FIPC EVENTS

OCTOBER 23, 2020

LEVEL 2
850+ STUDENTS, 12 PROFESSIONS PARTICIPATED

JANUARY 22, 2021

LEVEL 1
900+ STUDENTS, 14 PROGRAMS

PARTICIPATED

FEBRUARY/MARCH 2021

LEVEL 3
340 STUDENTS, 6 PROGRAMS

PARTICIPATED
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“when we recruit junior
faculty, they are looking for a
work environment that is very
collaborative”

“interprofessional
collaborative practice is a
huge satisfaction component
of inpatient pharmacy
because we all work in teams”

“a new medicine employee
demanded that in their
contract the team would
include nursing, pharmacy,
etc. to set up a new pediatrics
practice”

“when new graduates get out
of the lab and into the
departments to form
relationships with the team,
they actually decrease errors
because communication
improves”

"I think a major point that we discovered today was
that we need to ask the patient what is the most
important thing that they want to discuss because
as health care professionals we want to fix
everything, however, when we do not have the
time to do that, we need to prioritize the most
important issue that the patient is having and go
from there"

312
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For the past year, KFC has been in perpetual motion – striving for success in the ever-changing
environment of a pandemic. COVID challenged our mission and values, but we adapted our
programs and services to meet the fitness and wellness needs of the KU Medical Center
community.

Kirmayer Fitness Center (KFC) is a community of
educated fitness professionals who share a
common goal - to provide an integrated outlet for
recreation, wellness and fitness to KU Medical
Center students, faculty, staff, and patients.

Implemented strict masking policy
Strict cleaning regime

Adequately spaced fitness equipment

Transitioned all group exercise opportunities
to a virtual platform.

Intramural sports postponed until FY22

49,357

3,035

88%
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With a portion of programs being moved
to either a virtual platform or discontinued
until FY22, Kirmayer focused on building
Exercise is Medicine (EIM), our clinical
exercise program.

In the midst of the pandemic, KFC
partnered with the Alzheimer’s Disease
Center (ADC) to offer their LEAP! Rx
program virtually.  This collaboration
allowed the ADC to safely continue
enrolling new participants into the LEAP!
Rx program, as well as grant current
program participants the option to
continue working with a certified fitness
trainer from the safety of their homes.

This virtual partnership significantly
increased our EIM program participation
and inspired collaboration on a new
program called LEAP! In Action, a non-
clinical, community-based Alzheimer's
prevention program.

The virtual partnership with
the Alzheimer's Disease Center

increased EIM
participation 88%

What they're saying!

The staff
is great!

Keep up the
great work.  

Love Kirmayer.

Appreciate the
online group

fitness classes
during the
pandemic.



The Office of Graduate Studies provides
guidance and support for the 50+ master’s,
Ph.D., clinical doctorate, and graduate
certificate programs offered at KUMC.

Over 1,200 learners and 620 faculty with graduate appointments are associated
directly with KUMC graduate programs.  Graduate Studies provides oversight for these
learners through the Graduate Council with faculty representation from each
department that offers a graduate program(s).

Health Professions
44%

Medicine
33%

Nursing
23%

Clinical Doctorate
53%

Master's
27%

Ph.D.
18%

Graduate Certificate
2%

577 applications

54 international
students

314 Kansas
residents
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Enrollment
by School

Enrollment
by Degree

Admissions Applications



82
oral

108
poster

34
3 minute

thesis
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The 2020-2021 Student Research Forum Planning Committee, comprised entirely of students, executed the
first virtual SRF event in KUMC history. The program celebrated another successful year of showcasing
research from the Schools of Health Professions, Medicine,and Nursing.

224
presentations

Featured Speaker
Dr. Randy Schekman

Nobel Laureate

106
faculty &
postdoc
judges

60
Awards presented
at virtual banquet

2
Co-chairs

28
committee members

Self Care and Personal Growth in Academia -  Job Interviewing Tips - Chalk Talks
Entrepreneurship and Starting a Company - Difficult Conversations

and many more. . .

Support and Adocate
Promote Interaction

Act as Liaision

The Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (OPA) supports the over 75 scholars appointed at
KUMC.  We offer programs in professional development programming, and have an
advocacy council to support our learners.



Change was an important word in the
Registrar’s Office this year, as we settled
into providing service to our KUMC
community while working remotely.

The Registrar's Office is responsible for
working with students from the moment
they begin the application process,
continuing throughout their enrollment,
and extending beyond graduation.  

Our office maintains the academic
records for all enrolled students at
KUMC.  We also oversee the admissions
processing for all programs, provide
transcripts, education verification
services, and diplomas.  We work with
academic departments to maintain the
schedule of classes and academic
catalog.

The Registrar’s Office began a year long
implementation project to switch to a new
application service provider called Slate.
This project, done in conjunction with the

Graduate Admissions Office on our Lawrence
campus, will improve the application
experience for our students while reducing
overall costs to our schools.

We are proud to provide support and services
to our active military and veteran students.
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Admissions processed
1,124

Transcripts processed
1,734

Electronic Transcripts processed
1,570

Enrollment/degree verifications
715

VA certified students and dependents
84

Resident & fellows enrolled
870

2016-
17 3,509

2018-
19

2017-
18

3,695

3,556

2019-
20 3,794

3,655
2020-
21

18



COVID-19  presented unique financial
challenges, increasing basic needs for
many students.

Recognizing the additional strains on
need, the federal government provided
funding in two rounds through the
Higher Education Emergency Relief
Funds (HEERF). These additional
funding sources were used to help with
housing, food, course materials,
technology, transportation, healthcare,
and childcare.

Federal funds also assisted financially
needy students by providing a $50
discount for broadband service. SFAO
worked with the academic departments
and Student Life to ensure students
knew when and how to apply for this
opportunity.

Beginning in January 2021, 25 MD students
volunteered to serve on a new MD Student
Financial Literacy Advisory Group. The
students represent all four classes and all
three campuses.

We want to increase student engagement with
topics of budgeting, insurance, and investing

The group aims for 10% of the MD student
body to attend at least one session in 2021.
Additionally, a proposal has been submitted

to add a financial literacy option during the 1st
and 2nd year Student Enrichment Experience
(SER) Weeks for the 2021-22 academic year.

The Student Financial Aid Office (SFAO) is
committed to helping students fund their
education while strengthening financial
awareness through various financial
l iteracy opportunities.
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Grad
946

Medical
817

Undergrad
479

Medical
$42,613,218

Grad
$19,116,239

Undergrad
$6,688,236
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PARTICIPATED

MD programs Inaugural
2nd Visit Day (zoom)

OFFERED

Weekly virtual office hours designed to assist
graduating students with loan repayment, and

incoming students exploring aid options

CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNERS

No cost personal sessions
6 days in fall/6 days in spring

Over 360 hours of appointment opportunities



Student appts

COVID triage/tracking

Telehealth Visits

Telehealth Zoom Visits

875

584

300

166

Student appts

Flu Shots

TB Tests

IGRA Blood Tests

1,639

804

784

137
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COVID created an environment that that kept us in motion, requiring constant review and revisions
of our protocols as we learned more about the virus and how it spread.  

While in the midst of managing COVID, Student Health continued to offer high-quality services
upon which students rely. These services included primary care and nursing services, free TB
testing and free flu shots. In-person visits were available throughout the pandemic, and telehealth
visits were a popular addition to our services, providing flexibility and increased access.

We manage resources and
personnel to best meet the
needs of students and the

campus community
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In December 2020, emergency authorization of vaccines was approved. Health
care providers, including students in clinical environments, were among the first
groups eligible to receive the vaccine.  Close ties with the KU health system
allowed us to efficiently deliver a vaccine that required complex tracking and
storage. We dedicated three licensed personnel to staffing vaccine clinics.

In the fall of 2020, ensuring the safety of our students was the primary
focus. Student Health participated in asymptomatic screening
programs, assisted with mitigation strategies and educational
programming.  For those with symptoms or illness, we

Spring brought a decline in COVID cases. Working closely with the
health system and University leadership, we developed a strategy and
determined best practices for returning students to the clinical  

By spring of 2021,
93% of our medical

students were
vaccinated.

setting. Safety for students
and the community was a
priority as we initiated
an N-95 fit test program,
asymptomatic testing
program for students in the
clinical environment, and
vaccine tracking to meet
mandatory requirements.

worked closely with the
COVID hotline to ensure
prompt testing, campus-
specific contact tracing, and
access to daily support and
monitoring. Throughout the
crisis, Student Health
provided telehealth visits
and in-person visits to meet
the needs of all students.
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When most of our students moved from on campus to virtual or hybrid learning models, we kept
things moving by shifting our focus from weekly programming to other areas of need.  We
promoted virtual events, which allowed more involvement with students on all campuses.  

The Office of Student Life engages KUMC
students in personal and professional
development by offering opportunities for
growth, both on campus and in the community.

The THRIVE Food Pantry opened in
the second half of FY20, making
FY21 its first full academic year in
operation. This was done at a time
when many students remained off
campus.

Even with our students off campus,
we saw a good number of students
using the pantry, and usage
increased as students began
returning to campus in May and
June.
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. . . they committed to host a week of
drives with only two days of planning.
That first drive, held May 4 – 8, 2020,

collected 269 units. The drive helped CBC
establish a model for hosting safe and

productive blood drives during the
pandemic.  Following the May drive they
began hosting monthly, multi-day blood

drives to support blood needs. Amazingly,
in a pandemic year, they exceeded their
total collections from the prior year.
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588
759 699

1,294 1,305 1,336 1,345 1,396

We are especially proud to partner with The
University of Kansas Health System, the largest user
of CBC blood, for our annual blood drives.  This
partnership produces not only the highest frequency
of blood drives, but also the highest amount of blood
donated, providing much needed blood to save lives.

Our efforts in FY20 paved the way for

strong success in FY21

In April 2020, CBC paused blood drives as a result of
COVID, dramatically reducing the blood supply.  We
were the first group to reach out to CBC, offering to
host a blood drive.  That started the ball rolling.

from CBC Account Manager,
Diane Neubecker . . .

Together, we helped to . . .

Keep campus safe

Move furniture to safe distances

Clean common spaces

Place cleaning supplies
in study rooms

Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion

Heritage Months

Sustainability

Sexual Assualt Awareness

Monthly Virtual Bingo
(so popular, this will continue!)
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Stephanie Jernigan
Director of Student Health Services

Champion of Humanistic Care Award winner - Arnold P. Gold Foundation.
This award was given to physicians, nurses, and healthcare team members who
made outstanding contributions with compassion during the COVID-19 crisis.

Daisy Award for Extraordinary Nurses winner, September 2020.

Robert M. Klein
Vice Chancellor for Academic and Student Affairs

2021 Henry Gray Distinguished Educator Award - American Association for
Anatomy's highest award for education in the anatomical sciences

Kimberly Connelly
Senior International Officer and Director, Office of International Programs

Elected President of the International Relations Council KC (IRB) Board of Directors
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MOVING FORWARD

The Office of Academic and Student Affairs is excited to welcome the A. R. Dykes Library to our
team beginning in FY22,   The A.R. Dykes Library of the Health Sciences, formerly housed in
Enterprise Analytics/Information Resources, will join OASA, a better alignment with the overall
mission of the University and OASA, strengthening the services provided to the KUMC community.

The library supports students, faculty and staff from all schools, institutions, and centers on each of
the KUMC campuses.  Library staff help advance educational, research and clinical goals. The
instruction and research partnerships that the biomedical librarians provide will create new
synergies that integrate with the initiatives and goals of OASA to serve KUMC learners, faculty, and
team members.

In my first full year as a member of the Academic and Student Affairs team, I have been humbled and amazed at the
dedication to service that has been demonstrated by my teammates across the division. The ever-changing
demands of the pandemic have inspired us to constantly adjust, innovate and develop new ways to serve our
community and keep our academic enterprise moving forward. We have been in “perpetual motion”, a term which
evokes energy, life, and industry, as we engaged with faculty, staff, and learners throughout the year.

I must acknowledge our lifeblood - our learners - who have continued to find ways to thrive in a relatively
constrained social and academic environment.

The departments within Student Affairs have found new and innovative ways to ensure our learners receive all of
the services necessary to continue to thrive in our new environment.   Student Health Services continues to shine
through darkness, keeping our community safe, providing constantly changing information, vaccinating our learners,
and testing for illness.  Student Life, Kirmayer, and Counseling and Educational Support Services have been
exemplary in retooling their programs to face each new twist and turn brought on by successive waves of virus
variants.  Academic Accommodations has efficiently served an unprecedented number of students. The Registrar's
Office adjusted services and developed a more efficient application process.  Student Financial Aid created new
ways to offer informational programming and distribute pandemic relief funds to students.  Interprofessional
Education found effective ways to continue to offer important training opportunities to promote learning and
collaboration across multiple disciplines.

As we look at the year ahead, one can only surmise and borrow the phrase “the future is now”.  We must continue to
adjust, innovate, and deliver in an ever-changing and perpetually moving world. Like the Beverly Clock, we must
take our cues from our surroundings, using the energy of our environment to sustain our zest for service to our
community. Most importantly, we must look around us and at each other with empathy and understanding that we
are in this boat together, and that we will make it through this pandemic together, whole in mind and in spirit.  

A message from

Dr. Isaac Opole, Md, Ph.D., FACP
Associate Vice Chancellor for student affairs
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Vice Chancellor
913.588.0146

Associate
Vice Chancellor

913.588.0146

Academic
Accommodations

913.945.7035

A. R. Dykes Library
913.588.7166

Counseling &
Educational Support

913.588.6580

Faculty Affairs  &
Career Development

913.588.1381

International Programs
913.588.1480

Interprofessional Practice,
Education, & Research

913.588.3391

Kirmayer Fitness Center
913.588.1532

Postdoctoral Affairs &
Graduate Studies

913.588.2369

Registrar
913.588.7055

Student Financial Aid
913.588.5170

Student Health Services
913.588.1941

Student Life
913.588.6681


